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Project offers friendship
Students spend time with homebound senior citizens

:

Specter presents
political platform
before University
Jay Young
The BG News
Pushing himself as the only
pro-choice and anti-tax Republican candidate for President of the
United States. Sen. Arlen Specter
(R-PA) was the keynote speaker
Saturday at the Ohio Fifth Congressional District Lincoln Day
Dinner In the University Union.
Specter, who has yet to formally
announce his candidacy, said he
will officially declare that he Is
seeking the 1996 GOP presidential nomination later this
month.
Invited by Rep. Paul GUlmor
(R-OH). Specter told the audience
he will run on a 20 percent flat
tax he Is proposing.

"What we've got today Is a tax
code that Is complicated, unfair
and antl-Investment." Specter
said. "What we need are tax laws
that are simple, equitable and
pro-growth."
He said a 10-Une form would be
used for tax returns. Along with
allowing deductions for home Interest mortgage and a maximum
of $2,500 In charily contributions, the Oat tax would remove
all tax on Interest capital gains
and dividends.
"It Is simple and It Is fair. be
cause It eliminates the tax loopholes, which millionaires use to
escape any tax at all." Specter
said prior to the $15 dinner.
See SPECTER, page fire.

Wallace discounts
NDSU controversy
Jay Young
The BG News
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Melissa Lemmink, * Junior majoring In children and family community, playa cardajrith Elaine tots on Thursday afternoon. Lemmink
For college students who may
be missing their grandparents
or would like to spend time getting to know another older
adult the Senior Citizen Center
of Wood County can help.
Through a program called
Project Touch. Individuals are
matched with homebound
senior citizens. The pair then
spends time together once a
week for about an hour.
Diana Fortune, coordinator

of FYoJect Touch, said the program benefits to both volunteers and the seniors.
This Is great for people who
don't get out of the house," she
said. "It Is nice for them to have
someone come and visit."
Fortune said the center contacted homebound seniors who
were more than 60 years old
and wanted to be a part of the
program.
"We try to match up vol-

la lnvorroed In Project Touch, a program geared toward senior cltlssns Interacting with University students.
unteers and seniors by what Interests them." she said.
Many of the volunteers Involved with the program are college or high school students,
Fortune said. She said they
have matched about 20 pairs of
volunteers and senior citizens.
The program has had a good
response. Fortune said. Many
of the participants are from the
Bowling Green area. The program Is open to all of Wood

County, but Fortune said
sometimes It is difficult for volunteers to travel to other communities.
Fortune said she goes with
the volunteers the first week to
introduce the pair, and she
usually checks In with them
every couple months. The weekly visits are decided upon by the
pair Involved.
8M

PROJECT, page five.

When University presidential
candidate Sharon Wallace
received her Job as vice president
for Academic Affairs at North Dakota State University, she said
she was "guaranteed" a minimum one-year
part-time position for her
husband. Richard Swanson.
The extension specialist
position was
listed as "doctoral preferred." Swanson earned his doctorate at Pacific Western University.
Pacific Western Is not accredited by a recognized accrediting
agency or association recognized
by the United States commissioner of education, according to
a brochure Issued by the school.
Students can earn a bachelors',
master's or doctoral degree from
Pacific Western with no classroom work for less than it costs
for a year of full-time study at

Bowling Green.
Swanson said he only did his
dissertation at Pacific Western.
He said he was only given the position so he would have time to
adjust after the move to North
Dakota.
"The Idea was that they would
provide a half-time, position for a
year while I adjusted and looked
around the community to find a
full-time position." Swanson said.
"It was not a guaranteed full-time
Job."
When a full-time position
opened up at NDSU. Jim Ozbun,
NDSU president, said nobody was
guaranteed anything.
"He went through a competitive
process to get the |full-time| position." Ozbun said. "I don't have
any objection with him having the
position he has and him having a
non-traditional degree."
Ozbun said he knew about the
degree when Swanson was hired.
"It would be considered a nontraditional way of going about It
but nevertheless that Is what he
chose to do. He did not hide the
fact that he had his degree from
Pacific Western."
See WALLACE, page five.
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Lindsey Krout
The BG News
Racism and equality were discussed late Into the night on
Thursday at the Racism Panel
Open Forum. The hosts were Torlano Davis and Matt Boaz.
Davis started off by taking full
responsibility for whatever hap
pened at the discussion.
"Part of being a leader Is taking
responsibility for your actions,"
he said.
There were two representatives
from USG In the audience and the
panel. Boaz expressed dismay at
the low number of University
leaders present.
Boaz discussed the need for the
panel and why these problems
need to be addressed.
'There are a lot of people who
walk around this campus angry

and that causes problems for
others." he said. "I think that until we come together to do something about It It's going to continue to get worse and worse until
there Is an explosion."
The panel represented a diverse
range of groups and organizations, including Conservative
Student Organization. National
Panhellenlc Council. College
Democrats. Womyn for Womyn,
athletics. Greeks and others.
Several panel members pointed
out that they did not believe they
spoke for the entire group they
represented.
The first topic addressed by
Boaz was accessibility on campus.
"Why don't we think about
these things?" he said. "Why
don't we do anything?"
Panelists also said that the re-

ligions of in in Christ lan students
are not recognized by the University. For example. Christians get
a Christmas break, but Jewish
students are not excused from
class for Hanukkah. One Jewish
audience member described being told by a professor that a Jewish holiday was not a "valid excuse" to be absent from class.
Anthony Leone, a panelist representing Native Americans, told
of problems In practicing his religion In America.

"Peyote Is used In Native American ceremonies and Is illegal In
the United States." he said. "If I
want to practice my religion. I will
then have to risk federal prosecution."
Panelists debated about the
Idea of "Americanism." They ar-

gued about the "salad bowl" and
"melting pot" theories.
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Perhaps the part that challenged panelists and audience
alike was coming up with solutions and what Individuals could
do.
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"We need to take our own selves
and our own minds, and decide If
we are going to create change,"
Boaz said.
Davis said these problems exist
and need to dealt with by addressing the decrease In the number of
audience members since last
year, when there were close to
350 participants at this debate.
"If this had been last year, this
place would have been packed."
he said.
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BO's Mike Ran. who scored three goals this weekend, drives to the
net for a rebound. See page seven for game coverage.
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O.J. Simpson's attorneys
to prove that police
bungled the investigation.
Page 5.
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World leaders wrap up a
peace summit in
Copenhagen, Denmark.
Page 6.
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The hockey team swept
Notre Dame to advance to
the semifinals of the
CCHA tournament in
Detroit.
Page 7.
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Apathy is a problem
no one cares about
Do University students really care anymore?
Student apathy runs amuck among the hallowed
halls of Bowling Green State University. They Just don't
care about becoming involved in the affairs which should
concern them the most. This disgusting display of irresponsiblity and disregard for undergraduate affairs is
overly evident by the number of students who participated in the Undergraduate Student Government elections last week.
After two days of voting, only 1.499 of the 17,000 plus
students enrolled at this University participated in the
election of next years undergraduate student president.
For those student who may not know. USG is the student governing body on campus. They represent your
views and your concerns. They pass legislation to serve
you, like increasing campus safety, increasing parking for
students and lobbying for improvement on or the building of a new student union, as well as a myriad of other
areas for the sole purpose of benefiting University students. But they only can begin to understand students
concerns when students become involved.
Jeff Stefancic, the newly elected USG president, has repeatedly voiced his commitment to publicize USG issues
and functions. He and Matt Jordan, his vice president,
made made increased student awareness of University
activities as part of their platform. The News believes
they will uphold their promise.
But The News also believes that for their voices to be
heard, University students must be willing to listen.
As it has been said before, the University will be entering a transitional phase with the hiring of a new University president. Thie- may be the most significant event to
take place in the upcoming year. Students need to attend
the open presidential candidate forums and then inform
their USG representative about their opions and beliefs.
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Protests end democracy
"I didn't believe what I aaw. A
girl had her neck shot open. A guy
was lying on the hillside, half his
face blown away. Others were
wounded. A large pool of blood
had formed.''
What does this remind you of?
"True Romance," "Reservoir
Dogs?" Maybe "Pulp Fiction?" No.
the victims happen to be students
and the details and Images arc
familiar to me; me as a product of
the black schooling system in
South Africa.
It reminds me of the years when
I was a high school student: every
few years or so. students would
take to streets to protest this or
that. In 1960. for Instance, black
schools across the country were
out on a class boycott that lasted
about four months. We were out
In protest against our "gutter education." black schools being radically under-subsidized by the
nationalist government
I took part In those protests,
certainly, at the tender age of 14.
We did a fair amount of running
from whlp-yleldlng police and riot
squads. As a child. I was fascinated by the fact that we could
command the government to respond with Its military machine,
that this time It was not the Ire of
a father or teacher, but that of a
government and Its armed soldiers tumbling from armored vehicles.
This fascination naturally had
to give way to horror and fear. At
14, my conviction wasn't that
strong that I would stand my
ground when faced by a phalanx
of police, truncheons, tear gas,
rubber bullets and possibly live
ammunition. So we would run.
The most vivid Image I retain from
those heady days, when we were
going to bring down a government. Is a classmate's face, his

cheek nipped by the Up of a pliable, plastic truncheon.
In the silence, after we had regrouped to recount our little getaways. In that weird, overwhelming silence of the school grounds. I
saw that nick settle Into a star of
congealed blood. Then, for the
briefest moment, a butterfly fluttered close, alighted on the
wound, then flew off again.
No one died on any of the
protest marches I participated In.
But, students on protest marches, were dying all over the
country; they were also dying In
our town. In poorer areas. In
1976. Hector Pletersen, 14 years
old, became the first victim of
police action during the Soweto
uprising.
Then, students in the black
township of Johannesburg came
out to protest the fact that they
were forced to be Instructed In
Afrikaans, the language of the
nationalist government, not their
native language. To this the
government responded with
force, and as always, police would

claim that they felt threatened.
That year then sparked a movement which would, every few
years, build up and result In student mobilization - 1980. 1981,
1984. 1985. and so on.
The quote at the beginning of
this column can be an eyewitness
account of South African students versus the state; or It can
be one of Chinese students versus the state. Because, you see,
the victims In the above quote
were killed by soldiers who acted
on behalf of the state. But It's not
from South Africa nor China. The
quote comes from The BO News
of May 5. 1970. from an eyewitness account of the carnage inflicted by a paranoid state on the
students at Kent State University. Ohio.
By then America was buckling
under a war that was proving too
difficult to maintain and win — It
had by now spread to Cambodia.
At home, the public was not at all
in favor of the war, racial tension
was rising, and a growing body of
students (obviously fueled by
student uprisings In Europe) was
anxious to become progressively
Involved In campus government
This student body was also sick of
the Vietnam debacle and was
thus radically antl-mllltarlst.
At KSU, as at universities
across the nation, students were
protesting the war, the presence
of ROTC on campus, etc. Reportedly. Ohio National Guardsmen
opened fire after a sniper started
taking shots and after students
had started hurling rocks and
bricks. President Nixon's response reportedly contained this
gem: "When dissent turns to violence it invites tragedy."
Furthermore, he Invoked the
noUon of "the right which exists
In this country of peaceful dis-

sent" and appealed that everyone
stand strongly "against the resort
to violence as a means of such
expression."
Deng Xiaoping claimed China
to be democratic: so did P.W
Botha about South Africa: and
yes, so did Nixon. Obviously,
there are marked differences
amongst these three countries,
specifically during the different
eras of each statesman named.
But there are similarities, too —
Important ones.
South Africa, for years a pariah
state and a nice little projection
for the world's guilt, not least that
of America, could mobilize a defense force to quell student uprisings, all In the name of It's democracy. America, leading the world's
vilification of South Africa, could
do the same.
The rhetoric Is the same. It
operates In the same way. In the
name of democracy and peaceful
expression, troops moved In on
the KSU campus. Nixon, of
course, was asserting his right to
peaceful expression In Vietnam
and Cambodia. My point, Anally.
Is that the state, no matter what
Its actual nature, Is going to assert Its existence, violently If
necessary.
This Is where I want to place the
question mark. Whether communist, capitalist, democratic or
totalitarian, all states will stop at
nothing to halt their existence being questioned. Inevitably, they
will Invoke a noble, abstract Ideal
— democracy — to Justify statal
violence. If then we cannot distinguish one state from another
when they are under duress, does
the nature of that state really
matter? What distinguishes Nixon's meaning of the word "democracy" from that of Botha's use of
ltlfbothdothesame?

ITftW YOU SHOULD KNOW >
THAT »QWHEARD SOrAE
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REALLY GO«h©TO
ABOUT vVttO THE PRES'DENT.AL
BEMEFiT FROM
NcWNEE SHOULD BE'M^b...
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Students must become involved. This is their university, their community in which they must reside for the
;next four or so years, and like any community, they must
become involved in its affairs for it to run properly and efficiently.
The News would like to commend those who took the
few moments out of their day to vote at either the University Union or Jerome Library. You were not forgoten and
your efforts to create a better University are greatly appreciated.
Copyright ©1995 by The BG News. Reprinting of any
material in this publication without the permission of The BG
News is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded
in 1920 and is published daily during the academic year and
Wednesdays in the summer.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of
the student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions expressed .in columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily those of The BG News.
Letters intended for publication must be between 200300 words long, typed and include the writer's name, phone
number and University affiliation, if any. The BG News
reserves the right to edit any and all letters.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the
paper of any errors in the stories or photograph descriptions.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Black history shouldn't
be racial battleground
I am writing In response to the
letters written by Edward Long
and Etyse Pashelllch on Monday,
March 6. It really saddens me
that an event that Is supposed to
commemorate a group of people
for the contributions to the history of this nation Is turned Into a
racial battleground.
Pashelllch made the remark
that Black History Month la the
shortest month of the year. This, I
fed. Is an example of lack of
research on PashelUch's part
Long stated his letter that February is Black History month because It contains the birthdays of
Frederick Douglass and Abraham
Lincoln.
Long made a remark about
Abraham Lincoln's being white, la
that a crime? The way I remember
it, President Lincoln was a driving
force behind the freeing of the
African-American people from the
bonds of slavery. I believe that
this would make him a part of
Black History.

It Is hostility such as that In
Longs letter that causes 111 feelings. Since when are Memorial
Day, Independence Day, Veteran's Day. Presidents Day, and
Labor Day white holidays?
As for Romance and Responsibility month, it makes perfect
sense to me. Isn't the primary
holiday Involving romance, Valentine's Day. in February? Unless
there Is proof otherwise, I feel that
automatically assuming that
people would intentionally try to
divert attention away from Black
History Month Is Just an example
of looking for a source of conflict
My advice to Long would be to
lose his hostilities and to stop and
look at the Image he Is giving to
others by outbursts such as his
Letter to the Editor. Hostile people like him may be part of the
reason why people do not want to
attend some progiaina on campus.
Why would I, aa a white person,
want to go somewhere where I
would encounter a hostile person
like Long, who obviously has a
great deal of contempt for whites?
I'm Just g|ad I'm not an apprehensive person and that I know that

there are a lot of people who are
not as negative and presumptuous as Long.
Amy E. Sharp
Sophomore
Elementary Education

Adoptees offered
help and support
I am writing this letter to commend Genell Pavellch on the article she wrote about the reunion
with my birth mother. Her article
has called attention to me from so
many people. I have received numerous phone calls and e-mail
messages about Information I
may have to help them. I never
imagined that so many people
wanted to find their birth parents.
I fed that it la my obligation to
hdp these people. Searching
takes up so much time and
energy for people.
when I was looking for my birth
mother, my friends and family
were always supportive but they
could never understand 100 percent I never had any adopted
friends that I could talk to. That Is

why I want to hdp all of these
people. Support can be such a
helping factor In all of this.
No
one understands this more than
me. If you think about It. people
take It for granted that they know
where they come from.
I would like to start a support
group for these adoptees. So far
there has been great Interest In It
I think that there are even more
people who would like hdp In
finding their birth parents. If you
want to contact me, my e-mail
address
Is
rossJsObgnet.bgsu.edu.
Jen Ross
Junior
Public Relations

Correction
A mistake was made In
the story "Trio arrested for
assault" on 10. The gray van
containing an unknown
white substance In a plastic
bag was the same van carrying the three men arrested
for felonious assault

Headlines
page three
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THREE
forecast tor noon, Monday. March 13.
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THEY
SAID IT
"Michael /Jordan] is not coming back to play basketball. I would be hard pressed to feel he's going
to come back, he's going to give up thefeedom he
enjoys right now."

Julius Ervlng
former NBA star

Priority Mail

Director emeritus receives award
A director of bands emeritus at the University's College of Musical Arts has
been named Outstanding '
Music Educator by the Ohio
Music Education Association.
Mark S. Kelly was awarded a plaque by the OMEA for
"outstanding merit and
commitment to excellence In
music education."
He Is the first colleglatelevel educator to receive the
award, traditionally presented to high school music
educators.
Kelly was nominated for
the honor by OMEA member
and University alumna
Catherine Lewis, music department chairwoman and
assistant band director at
Fremont Ross High School.
The OMEA board then selected Kelly as one of several
1995 award winners.
Awards were also presented
to two administrators, a
high school music educator
and "25-year" recipients.
The award presentations
were made at the OMEA's
recent professional conference in Columbus.
Kelly retired last May after
28 years as director of the
College of Musical Arts' Instrumental program, but he
continues to teach at the
college through the supplemental retirement program.
Under his direction, the
University's bands have
earned national reputations
for excellence.
Recently recognized with
a citation of excellence by
the National Band Association, Kelly was named one of
the 10 Most Outstanding
Music Directors In the
United States in 1£74 by
School Musician magazine.
He later received the Edwin Franko Goldman Award
for the American School
Band Directors' Association
for his contributions to the
advancement of school
bands.
The University recognized
him last fall by renaming the
instrumental rehearsal hall
In the Moore Musical Arts
Center In his honor.
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Thirty-four years ago today,

Student Court implemented its policy
mat
'* exerc'ses »s inherent power to
charge with comtempt any student
who willfully violates any order of
subpoena issued by the court.
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Dick Fltsgeraed bold* a postcard that was delivered to him at him home in Shreveport. La. Ha
seat the postcard from a post office in Italy to hli parents in 1945.

ACROSS
THE NATION
Judge orders tests
for man arrested for
describing crimes
on internet

DETROIT - A federal Judge
ordered addlUonal psychiatric
tests for a man arrested after writing a story describing the rape-slaying of a fellow college student
and putting It on a computer network.
Additional tests are needed to
determine whether Jake Baker of
Boardman, Ohio, should be made
eligible for release on ball, U.S.
District Judge Avern Cohn said
Wednesday. Cohn scheduled another hearing for Friday.
The University of Michigan
sophomore has been Jailed without bond since his Feb. 9 arrest
on a charge of transmitting a
threat.
Prosecutors say psychiatric reports show Baker, 20, should be
kept In Jail to ensure he doesn't
try to carry out the attack described In the story sent worldwide on the Internet. They also
cite Baker's correspondence with
another Internet user In which
the two discuss carrying out such
an attack.
Baker will submit to any test to
show he Is not dangerous and
shouldn't be punished for writing

In nominating Kelly for
the OMEA award, Lewis said
she had always respected
him as her teacher, but has
come "to appreciate him
even more since I've been
out In the field teaching because of the wealth and
depth of his knowledge."
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wants to live long enough to donate a kidney to his mother.
Vesta Shelton said Wednesday
that doctors told her they're ready
to transplant one of her son's kidneys to her -- on April 11.
State officials have said they
don't know anything about the
transplant date. But Its unlikely
the death sentence will be carried
out April 5 because Shelton still Is
filing appeals, his attorney.
Joseph Gabay. said Wednesday.
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DOVER, Del. -- Condemned
killer Steven Shelton Is scheduled
to be executed April 5, but he
needs a stay of execution. He

"We always leel free to ask
his opinion," she said. "If
someone has a difficult musical question, we say, 'Call
Mr. Kelly.'"

y

900 E. Wooster (next to Cafe Shadeau) 352-3365

Death row inmate
wants stay of execution to donate kidney to mother

Lewis said she and many
of her colleagues consider
Kelly a great resource because of his years of experience with music and his
willingness to help people.

m
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Union. his attorney, Douglas
Mullkoff, said after Wednesday's
hearing.
Although the story names a real
person, It is harmless fantasy and
protected by free speech provisions of the Constitution, Mullkoff said.
Baker was arrested after a university alumnus read the story
and alerted Michigan officials.

Open Mora. - Frl. 9-» Sat. 9-* Sue.. 12-5
(Arrow front li|Hown|
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California floods take lives
Thousands forced to leave homes as water levels rise
The Associated Press
SAN FRANCISCO - Floods washed out all roads Into the Monterey on Sunday as waterlogged
California struggled to recover
from storms that battered twothirds of the state.
i At least eight people died In five
days of flooding, and live more are
missing after driving Into a
rain-swollen creek when an
Interstate 5 bridge collapsed In
central California.
In Monterey County,
thousands of people left their
homes overnight as the Salinas
and Pajaro rivers Inundated some
of the nation's richest farmlands,
the site of John Steinbeck's "The
Grapes of Wrath."
The flooding cut off the communities around Monterey, about
100 miles south of San Francisco.
"At this point all roads are
closed — the Monterey Peninsula
Is literally Isolated." said county
emergency officer Al Frledrlch.
California Highway Patrol officials said roads may remain
closed until Monday.
Many people were rousted from
their homes early Sunday as flood
waters rushed Into low-lying
riverside communities overnight.
"Police went down the streets
with their sirens telling people to
please leave," Frledrlch said. "It's
a scary thing to hear In the dark."
In the (arming town of Pajaro.
residents were in shock.
* "People walked In here In tears.
They looked like they were caught
completely off-guard," said Salvation Army Ma). Joan Souders.
"We saw people walk In here with
no shoes, no socks or with water
lines up to their thighs."
,'. From the Oregon state line
down to Mexico, rain, wind and
snow wreaked havoc across 40 of
California's 58 counties.
"It's the most widespread geo-

Defense grills
police officers
for blundering
The Associated Press

Rlchard Tom* CUTIM Jessica VUlapandoU from the water after her parent*' track stalled In San Joee, Calif.
Tame also bad to deal with his house flooding.
graphic storm In California In this
century," said James Bailey of the
state-federal Flood Operations
Center In Sacramento.
The storms may also be the
most expensive In California history, he added, costing up to $2
billion In a state already burdened with January's Pacific
storms, as well as a series of
earthquakes. Ores and mudslides.
Sunday was rain-free for most
of California. The National
Weather Service said showers
were expected again Monday but
not the downpours of last week.
In Coallnga. about 50 miles
west of Fresno, teams were back
at the scene of a fatal 1-5 road
bridge collapse on California's
main north-south freeway.

Haven House Manor
Apartments
1515 E. Wooster
Call us to see our model

352-9378

Four cars drove Into a rain-sHe got out of his truck, but was
wollen creek Friday night when stuck In a tree for several hours
the overpass suddenly dropped before being rescued.
Into the water. One man was rescued, but six people were believed
Southern Callfomlans shoveled
to be In the other three cars.
mud and pushed water out of
Rescue crews pulled the body of homes and off roads in areas hit
a teen-age girl from' one car Sun- hard by the rains.
day, said highway patrol spokeswoman Karen Barrows. SearA chain-link fence was being
chers found the last two cars.
erected around the entire Ven"We don't know yet whether tura County town of La Conchlta.
where a collapsing coastal bluff
there are bodies Inside," she said.
that destroyed nine homes a week
Survivor Wayne Johnson. 45, earlier survived the latest onssaid he saw too late that some- laught of rain.
thing was wrong. As he approached the span In the rain and
Mud flowing through the
darkness, he saw a flashlight streets may have made a mess,
waving.
but damage wasn't significant.
"I thought that perhaps the
road was flooded so I started to
slow down ... then I went up and
down at an angle, and I was airborne Evel Knlevel-style," he said.

"Residents are returning little
by little to their homes to see
what's left," said sheriffs Deputy
PatU Dreyer. "It's a beautiful day
here except for the mud."

APRIL 22 - 23. 1993,
SIGN-UP IN THE BGSU, UAO OFFICE
MS(410)a7S-*MS

.-«*,.

LOS ANGELES - The way O.J. Simpson's lawyers put It, you
couldn't find a bigger bunch of bunglers than those in the Los
Angeles Police Department.
But did Keystone Kops so botch the Investigation that none of
the evidence can be trusted? Or Is the evidence so strong defense
lawyers are taking desperate stabs at sowing doubt?
The defense has no choice. Because the evidence Is so overwhelming, they have to attack the police investigation." said Vincent Bugllosl. a former Los Angeles prosecutor who tried Charles
Man son.
Week after week, the defense grilled police officers about everything from overlooking blood on a gate to not taking pictures of
melting Ice cream.
"From what I've seen so far, It's Just typical garden-variety
oversights that don't add up to a hill of beans." Bugllosl said.
Still, others are surprised at some of the mistakes made in the
Investigation of the June 12 murders of Nicole Brown Simpson
and Ronald Goldman.
Even a coroner's official condemned detectives — for waiting 6
1/2 hours before notifying his office.
"Then.we get there and you want to tell us when he died?
Everybody trampled around. Whose footprints are those? Youra?
Theirs?" said Juan J. Jimenez, the coroner's assistant chief of investigations. "They dropped the ball. They've done this on numerous occasions."
LAPD spokesman John Dunkln defends the Investigators as
well-trained and experienced.
"I'm disappointed that people are prone to make offhand
statements based on limited information." he said.
But Dallas police Sgt. Jim Chandler says such criticism is routine.
"In the absence of a witness to discredit, they have to discredit
the collection of evidence and procedures," he said. "We see it In
virtually every criminal trial."
Although Detroit police Lt. William Rice says they wouldn't be
tolerated in his department he thinks the LAPD slip-ups are insignificant.
Forensic pathologist Cyril H; Wecht of Pittsburgh says the opposite.
"It was horrible, a debacle, Inexcusable, unforgivable ... to say
these are routine or acceptable errors." said Wecht. past president of the American Academy of Forensic Sciences. "Ill tell you
what I would expect In the year 1994 in the second-largest
metropolitan area - - near perfection."
Defense lawyer Johnnie Cochran Jr. said in his opening statement "the evidence will be shown to be contaminated, compromised and corrupted."

Preferred Properties
Management Company

SIQN-OT NOW
•BIWII
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North American
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BUMARABU
' Runnerm In Hico, West Virgin*

Education is
freedom

Among the defense targets: some of Simpson's, blood given to
police a day after the killings allegedly Is missing; blood on a gate
at the murder scene wasn't analyzed for weeks: no photographs
were taken of a cup of melting ice cream or candles at the murder
scene that might have helped pinpoint the time of death: and
blood found on Ms. Simpson's back wasn't tested.

Wondering about
Graduate School in
Life Sciences?
Do you need help with:

%

t \

Get-ting started...
Where to apply?
How to apply?
Will they pay my way?
What schools are best for me?
What should I be doing NOW?

WE CAN HELP!
Opportunities in:

Ecology, Cell Biology,
Genetics, Behavior, Evolution,
Environmental Biology.
Contact:

►^fe

^

Bowling Green
State University

/
/

Register now for summer classes on BGSU fSTAR-90.
<

^

IUP Graduate Studies in Biology

inyjip

Indiana University of Pennsylvania
Indiana. PA 15705
(412) 357-2352
NETMAIL%"dmkellyfi>grovw.lup.edu"
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Dog eases student tension
AUSTIN, Texas -- University of Texas social
work professor Leslie Wind
has found truth In the saying a dog is man's best
friend.
That's why she chose to
use a 95-pound golden retriever named Johnny in
therapy for patients In her
clinical practice, and now
for students In her classes.
"If you're feeling tearful,
he'll come lie at your feet.
If you're yelling, he'll back
off and lay In the middle
of the room," Wind said.

Wind, who brought
Johnny to two of her
classes for the first time in
late February, always used
the dog at her clinical
practice, located at
Westlake Psychotherapy
Center. She said Johnny is
good therapy for her patients, and she hopes he
will have the same effect
on her students.
"From what I saw today,
students are more comfortable making eye contact with Johnny than
they would with a teacher,

which Is soothing for
them," she said. "They
also feel more relaxed In
learning, and this is a real
positive Influence."
She added that Johnny
also should be able to ease
a little of the stress graduate students face.
Stephanie Lerner, a
graduate social work student, said she has been
feeling anxious lately. After being around Johnny,
her anxiety turned to comfort.

PROJECT
Continued from page one.
The volunteers also fill out
time sheets and are supposed
to inform the center If they notice any changes In the person
they visit.
Melissa Lemmlnk, a Junior
with a major In children and
family community services,
said she became involved with
the program through a class
she was taking. She said she
enjoys the community Involvement and spending time
with Elaine Lotz, the senior she
Is matched up with.
"1 would recommend this
program for anyone because It
Is definitely rewarding." she
said. "It feels good to help
someone and be supporting —
v the seniors know that
someone Is there for them."
Lotz said she seldom gets out
of her apartment, so It Is an
"unbelievable thrill" to have

Lemmlnk's company.
"I look forward to the afternoons Melissa comes to visit."
she said. "From the first time
we met, I have felt like we have
always known each other."
Sandy Galetto, senior major,
said she also became involved
In Project Touch because of a
class she was taking. Galetto
visits Ruth Singer every week
and said she has a lot to learn
from the visits.
"This Is a good program because It gets you In touch with
one another." she said. "I get to
know about Ruth and when she
was younger and how things
were different then."
Galetto said she believes It Is
Important for younger people to
get together with older people,
who can lcam from each other
and help each other.
"Some of the homebound

seniors don't have a lot of company, so this program offers
someone for them to talk to,"
she said. "I enjoy our time
together, and sometimes I take
her out during the visits so she
can get out of her apartment."
Fortune said the Senior
Center Is always looking for
volunteers for the program, and
anyone interested can get Involved. She also said volunteers
are needed during the summer
because some of the students
spend summer break at home
and the senior citizens would
still like have someone come
during that time.
Students Interested In getting Involved with Project
Touch can contact the Senior
Citizens Center of Wood County
at 353-5661.

HEY
EVERYBODY!

Gingrich to defend
civilization course
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - The House ethics committee.
In giving Rep. Newt Gingrich approval In 1993 to
teach his college course, acted on an Incomplete
description of how the course would be financed
and promoted, documents Indicate.
The documents are important because the
speaker plans to go on the offensive this week,
releasing the ethics committee letter that conditionally approved the tax-deductible financing
and teaching of the course. "Renewing American
Civilization."
The Aug. 3, 1993, committee letter, obtained
by The Associated Press, was carefully and narrowly crafted to approve only the tax-deductible
educational activity described to the committee
by Gingrich, who was then Republican whip. Information on Gingrich's contacts with the ethics
committee came from congressional sources who
declined to be Identified publicly.
Gingrich described the course In letters he
sent the committee May 12 and July 21. 1993,
also obtained by the AP. Those letters did not
mention the central role In promoting and financing the course by Gingrich's political committee - GOPAC.
In the letters Gingrich promised there would be
no mass mailings, although documents show
GOPAC did such mailings. Gingrich wrote that
the course would be non-partisan and not attack
President Clinton. Yet GOPAC documents described the course's goal as recruiting 200,000

SPECTER

conservative activists and In some cases bitterly
denounced Clinton.
The GOPAC effort was under way for more than
two months before Gingrich sought approval for
the course. Gingrich, who began teaching the
course In late 1993, gave his last lecture at Relnhardt College In Waleska. Ga.. on Saturday. He
said he has 20 hours of lectures on videotape
that can be distributed to teach others about his
philosophy of government.
The ethics committee caught up with the GOPAC role when the course was challenged as a
partisan activity - not eligible for tax-deductible
financing - in a complaint filed In September
1994. Former Democratic Rep. Ben Jones of
Georgia, who filed the complaint, provided dozens of GOPAC documents. Two months later.
Jones lost his bid to unseat Gingrich from his
suburban Atlanta district
On Oct. 31. 1994. then-committee chairman
Rep. James McDermott. D-Wash. and the ranking Republican - former Rep. Fred Grandy of
Iowa - wrote Gingrich about his omissions. They
said the documents supplied by Jones "reflect
the Involvement of GOPAC and GOPAC employees In developing and raising funds for the
course. GOPAC's role In seeking funding for the
course was not disclosed to the committee In
your letters."
The committee then cited some two dozen of
the GOPAC documents, all written before the
panel approved the course — several dated before
Gingrich initially contacted the committee for
approval.

WALLACE
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SUMMER
WORKSHOP

Continued from page one.
Specter said he Is not discouraged by Democrat Jerry Brown's
failure to win his party's nomination In 1992 when running on a
flat tax.
"There's a lot of enthusiasm
among Republicans today about
the flat lax." Specter said. "I don't
think former Governor Jerry
Brown really understood or explained the flat tax."
Opposed to abortion. Specter
said he will run as a pro-choice
candidate.
Tin personally very much opposed to abortion, but I do not believe it Is a matter for the government," Specter said.

Continued from page one.
Swanson said NDSU faculty
who dislike Wallace have used
him In the past to try to damage
her reputation.
"I'm a pawn In this." Swanson
said. "They are trying to discredit
Sharon through me. They can't
discredit her because she has
don* her Job."
Wallace said she would not be
requesting a similar arrangement
if she became University president.
Her husband's Job Is not an Issue at NDSU. Wallace said.
"It is not an Issue as far as this
campus Is concerned," Wallace
said.

POLS 395the Politics of
Obscenity. Drug
Legalization and Civil
Rights (Dr. Ronando
Holland) will meet from
May 22 to June 2.
There is an error in the
Summer Course
Catalog as to the
ending date of
this workshop.

(DavidSponsdter
Is
BG News production
staff member of the
week!

Congratulations Brownie Boy!

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
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SAVE SOME GREEN SALE
20 % OFF GENERAL READING BOOKS
Textbooks and already discounted best sellers excluded.

March 13 to 17,1995
Happy St. Patrick's Day

•••

•.'.-'•'•.

«•*Hours: Mon.-Thure. SS, Fit 8-5, Sat 9-5

372-2851

Spring Break Photo Processing Special
Double Prints for The Price of Singles
24 exp. $4.99
36 exp. $6.79
March 27 to April 7

CB H idl
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0!99< VOLK

s©es
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Kent Stark 8000 Frank Avenue NW Canton OH 44720

*in-state/undergraduate fee.
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Leaders unite against poverty

American
astronaut Declaration urges rise
tojlyfrom in reforms, foreign aid
Baikonur
The Associated Press
The Associated Press
BAIKONUR. Kazakhstan
-- With the sun rising ever
the frigid desert of central
Asia, a Russian rocket was
pushed by train Sunday to
an Isolated launch pad for
the first space flight from
here by an American.
Those who have lifted off
from Baikonur Cosmodrome Include Yuri Gagarin, the first man In
space; Valentlna Tereshkova. the first woman In
space; and Alexel Leonov.
first spacewalker and commander of the 1975 ApolloSoyuz docking mission.
On Tuesday. It's Norman
Thagar<fstum.
Thagard, a NASA astronaut. Is scheduled to blast
off Tuesday on the Soyuz
rocket with two Russian
cosmonauts. The 'crew is
destined for the Russian
space station Mir.
He will be the first American launched In a Russian
rocketshlp and the first
American to fly to the Russian space station.

COPENHAGEN. Denmark -Committing themselves to a
pact on fighting poverty, world
leaders wrapped up a summit
Sunday agreeing that misery can
lead to violent social upheaval,
but differing on how to cure It.
The weeklong U.N. gathering,
which brought together 190
countries and some 120 heads of
state, was an ambitious attempt
to pull together governments and
aid groups to set a common global
policy.
'The cry of millions of Infants
worldwide whose lives are threatened by hunger should be enough
to consolidate our resolve." said
Malta's prime minister, Edward
Fenech-Adaml.
In speeches leading up to the
formal adoption of the declaration, poor countries accused
richer ones of shirking their duties. Many Third World leaders
also agreed, however, that reforms were needed In their own
backyards to boost production
and fight corruption.
The 10-polnt declaration, while
non-blndlng. urges richer nations
to spend 0.7 percent of their gross
national product on foreign aid
and to cancel the debt of poor

Have you Heard the News?

countries. It says donor countries
should earmark 20 percent of
their aid specifically for basic
social programs, while the recipient should spend 20 percent of Its
national budget on such programs.
The document urges Improving
health care, sanitation and food
production, as well as literacy -especially among women as a
means to lower the birthrate.
An alternative summit across
town brought together 2.400 private aid groups, whose verbal
barbs were credited with goading
the U.N. conference Into discussing tough Issues.
'The final declaration Isn't that
Ideal but It's reasonable." the.
U.N. summit's host. Danish
lYlme Minister Poul Nyrup Rassmussen, told a final news conference.
He noted the declaration calls
for a U.N. General Assembly
meeting In 2000 to evaluate lls
success. "It Is our duty to ensure
that this be done." he said.
Pope John Paul II. speaking at
the Vatican on Sunday, called the
summit a "sign of hope." adding II
succeeded In spotlighting the
huge gap between rich and ix>or
natlons.
The gathering was In part
aimed at heading off new development-linked disasters like the
blood baths and starvation from
the collapse of Somalia and
Rwanda, where competition over
scare*; resources helped fuel ethnic and political rivalries.

Sri Lankan President Chandrtka Bandaranalke Kumuratunga noted that In her country,
past programs that failed to address the needs of the country's
"1":mill minority were partly to
blame for Sri Lanka's 11 -year civil
war.
"We In Sri Lanka today are
compelled to face the devastaUng
effects of shortsighted economic
and social policies of the past."
she said. "The marglnallzaUon of
one racial community has resulted In a murderous civil war."
European Union chief Jacques
Santer said Third World development Is a global Issue because of
economic Interdependence and
the concern about floods of refugees that .mil.I be triggered by
hardship.
But richer nations, dealing with
their own budget deficits and
skeptical about past aid, were not
rushing to offer more money.
Only Denmark and Austria used
the summit to announce debt
cancellation.
Countries receiving aid must
"assume their own responsibilities." said Ruth Drelfuss, head of
the delegation from wealthy Switzerland.
Vice President Albert Gore said
Washington will funnel more of
ILs help through Independent organizations to avoid fostering
bloated bureaucracies.
"Abroad as at home, we know
that we have to redefine the way
we fight poverty and transform
the relationship between donors
and recipients," he said.
Some poor nations agreed.
Without reform, new financial aid
"Is like drawing water with a basket: much of the money you put
In will leak out." said Ghana's
president. Jerry Rawllngs.

Two Brand New Buildings at
AP Photo/MlcbMl Protect

The Sisters of Sigma Kappa
Proudly Present Our
New Members!

Campbell Hill
For Fall of 1995
■2 and 3 Bedrooms

'Full Basemenls

■Washer/Dryer Hookups

•Air conditioning

Are you wishing for a weekend
without GUYS?

Laurie Corrigan
Maria DellaValle
Tonya Floyd
Amanda Mack
Jennifer Rapp
Susan Sheffield
Nancy Tate
Leeana Warren
Kelley Zinn

Greenbriar Inc.
224 E Wooster

Cuban President Fidel Castro talks with delegates on the floor of the UN
WOrld Summit for Social Development in Copenhagen Saturday.

Yes!
Then come to the Women's Camping trip at
Mohican State Park.
When: 4:00p.m. March 31 - 6:00p.m. April 2
Cost: g28.00
Sign-ups start March 13 and
end March 29 in the
office

352-0717

at 3-7164 or 2-2343 for more Information

Call
IK IK J.K LK 5.K LK IK LK IK LK LK IK LK IK Ih
nay* roc

The cafeteria
doesn't have

13th ANNUAL TUITION
RAFFLE
GRAND PRIZE - A SEMESTER TUITION &
FEES
($1865.00 Value)

\bu Can Be Amused This Summer
Or You Can Afford
Amusement All Year Long.

• Second Prize - A Half-Scmcstcr Tuition
.3 ($150) Book Scholarships
• 100 Coupons for a Free Large Pizza from
Pisanello's

If you're looking for a great paying job that doesn't end when the
summer doe*...take a tip from us. Red Lobster offers flexible,
summer schedules for individuals looking for part or full-time
employment in Sandusky. When the summer ends, your job
doesn't have to end with Red Lobster. You have an opportunity to
transfer to our local Red Lobster in Toledo or Maumee. We have
opportunities for

DRAWING: March 16, 1995 at 12:00p.m. at the Falcon', Nat,
Univeraily Union

- Grad Students. Graduating Seniors &
Undergraduates may win
- Money deposited in Bursar Account
- Must be enrolled for one credit hour
this semester to win.

• WAITERS/WAITRESSES
f HOSTS/HOSTESSES

$ UNECOOKS
DISHWASHERS
BARTENDERS
FOOD PRODUCTION
ALLEY COORDINATORS

So, if you have spending needs that last beyond the summer,
join the team at Red Lobster, and make your good times count.
Apply in person Monday-Saturday from 2pm-4pm at one of the
foMowing locatlona:
Red Lobster
4100 MMan Road

Red Lobster
1422 Reynolds Road

1419)
itTSsoT;22

(419) M3-8494

Red Lobster.

We are an equal opportunity employer.

BIX

VIIIfOMI
HONORS STUDENT ASSOCIATION,
HONORS PROGRAM &
STUDENT ROOK EXCHANGE

tree t'mris.

•
t
t
f

ORDER VOI.'lt
TICKETS TODAY!

Mall orders to: Tuition Raffle, 231 Administration
By March 15.

Check out Subway's

# of Packages ordered

Tuna Sub.
SUB

. For A Limited Time Only 524 E. woostet 352-uoo
■
6-TUNA
.«__
SMSMaln
364-2604
I
SUB
only $1.99
|

Not vald w/ any other otter

.SUBIURV"

M»""'

Campus Address:.

Phone:,

I

Total Amount Enclosed:.

— Single Ticket ($1 each)
Orange A Brown Package
— 6 tor $5.00
Falcon Package
—15 for $10.00
_ Silver Falcon Package
35 for $20.00
_ Golden Falcon Package

100 for $50.00
Make checks payable to: Tuition Raffle

Sports
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Defensemen leers advance to the "Joe"
get offensive
John Boyle
The BG News

"Kelly Perrault and |Chad|
Ackerman can really shoot the
puck," BG head coach Buddy
There Is no doubt the Falcon Powers said. "If they get a
hockey team has scored a high chance than they can make It
number of goals this year. happen."
However, scoring production
Perrault ranks among the
has come from some unlikely nation's top scoring defensesources.
man. He has 16 goals and 31
First and foremost, the de- assists for 47 points In 36
fense steppgames. Going Into the playoffs,
ed up Its
he trailed Maine defenseman
scoring this
Jeff Tory by three points for the
year leading
top spot In the nation.
the Falcons
"I guess I have got a lucky
to a two
stick right now." Perrault said.
game sweep
The lucky stick has rubbed
off on fellow defenseman Ackof Notre
Dame and a
erman. Ackerman. who had 12
third conpoints all last year, totaled five
secutive trip
points this weekend with one
to the Joe
goal and four assists. In FriLouis Arena. For the weekend, days 7-2 romp, he had four
BG defense accounted for four points and was named the
out of the 12 goals the Falcons game's second star.
scored.
"It's been awhile since I've
"Any offense that comes had a good night like that."
from the defense Is a bonus," Ackerman said.
Ackerman's fifth goal of the
Falcon defenseman Kelly Perseason came when he Interrault said.
Perrault supplied two bo- cepted an Irish clearing pass at
nuses Friday as he scored two the blue line. His drive at 9:25
goals giving him a total of 16 of the third period gave BG a
for the season. In the second 6-2 lead.
"If guys can shoot the puck
period, he took a pass from
Brian Holzlnger and ripped a from the point, that's a huge
low shot past Fighting Irish plus." Powers said.
"I am more offensive this
goalie Matt Elsler to give BG an
year Instead of laying back like
Insurmountable 3-0.
"I came out of the penalty In the past two years." Ackerbox. Coach was calling me over man said. "I'm getting up to
but the play turned Into a the bluellne real quick this
year."
three on two." Perrault said.
Sophomore Todd Kelman
"Zinger dropped the puck back
to me. I put my head down and doubled his goal output of the
got It Ipuck] on net"
season with his second goal of
His other goal came Ip the the season Saturday. Mike
first period. A patented Per- Johnson led a two on one with
rault blast from the point dur- Kelman.
ing a power play blew past Elsler.
P»t Murphy
The BG News

Bowling Green's first step is
complete.
The Falcons overcame a twogoal first period deficit Saturday
night at the Ice Arena en route to
a 5-4 victory and two-game series
sweep of Notre Dame.
The victory ensures BG's third
consecutive trip to Joe Louis
Arena In Detroit for the Central
Collegiate Hockey Association
finals. BG, the tournament's second seed, will play third-seeded
Michigan State next Saturday at
5:00 p.m. Michigan, who swept
Ohio State, will play the winner of
Wednesday's Lake Superior-

Miami play-In game, In the other
semifinal.
After losing 7-2 Friday night
the Irish did everything they
could in trying to force a third and
deciding game of the series.
"It's Inevitable when you get In
a two out of three series," BG
head coach Buddy Powers.
"When you have a game that's a
blowout, the next game Is a
tighter game."
The Irish built 4-2 lead at 12:25
of the first period when Lyle Andruslak converted a BG turnover
Into his 10th goal of the season.
The goal was the last In a 2:12
span In which the Irish found the
net three iin.es.
"It was do or die for them." said

BG center Kevin Lune. who returned to the lineup after serving
a three-game suspension for
fighting. "And they came out
strong. We were prepared but
theyjust Jumped on us early."
Notre Dame's offensive explosion was due in large part to their
power play. The Irish, who had
the league's eighth best power
play, converted on two of three
opportunities In the first period
and netted another goal Just after
BG's Mike Johnson left the penalty box.
"They had good movement."
Powers said of the Irish power
play. "They were storming the net
as tar as really trying to pressure
guys down low around the net."
BG. 25-10-2. cut the deficit to
one goal near the end of the
period when Todd Kelman onetimed a Johnson pass past Notre
Dame goaltender Matt Elsler.
Mike Hall and Brian Holzlnger
scored BG's first two goals on the
power play.
'To say we were fired up Is
probably an understatement,"
Notre Dame head coach Kir
Schafer said. "Maybe too fired up
because the penalties definitely
killed us."
'The whole first period was Just
a case of penalties and who was
going to capitalize on the power
play." Powers said. "We Just had
to settle things down."
BG did Just that in the second
period.
The Falcons carried the play to
Notre Dame, outshooting the
Irish 18-8 In the period and outs
coring them 2-0.

"There was no panic at all. with
our offense we know we can score ,
at any time," said Johnson, who ;
had two assists. Curtis Fry's 13th i
goal of the season, on the power ',
play, from Holzlnger and Brandon ■
Carper, tied the game at 4-4 Just
30 seconds Into the period.
BG got the eventual gamewinner from left wing Jason Clark
at 13:15 on the power play. Clark.
Who was taken out of the play ■
moments earlier, was left un- |
checked In front and knocked In a I
rebound of Johnson's attempted .
pass to llnemate Hall.
BG limited Notre Dame's
offensive chances over the last
two periods. In fact the Irish were
limited to Just 14 shots over the
final 40 minutes.
"After that first period, their
grade 'A's' were pretty few and
far between," Powers said.
The Irish pulled Elsler. who
made 37 saves Including several
point blank chances In the third
period. In favor of a sixth attacker
with 1:15 remaining. Jamie Morshcad appeared to tie the game oft
a faceoff at the final horn but referee Jeff Shell Immediately
waived the goal off.
Schafer didn't dispute the call
despite his players' protest on the
Ice. Powers agreed.
Powers said the green light was
on. signifying the end of the
period, before Morshead shot the
puck.
Notes Holzlnger and Perrault
were named as AU-CCHA first
team honorees. the league anSee HOCKEY, page eight.

VOCALISTS & MUSICIANS
Do you play an instrument or sing?
Audition for a PAID position in the
PRE-REGISTRATION CABARET SHOW
Sign up for auditions at 405 Saddlemire Student Services
until March 14. Auditions will be held 3/13 and 3/314.
Call 2-9903 (leave a message) or e-mail ddvatan
@bgnet.bgsu.edu for more information.

5 Dinners for under $5
Chicken Tenders Dlnnerfrench fries, coleslaw and bread
(Side of BBQ sauce)
Border Scramble
Chicken-n-Noodlesgarden salad and bread
Spaghettigarden salad and garlic toast

FOOD C^PERATIONS
BGSU STUDENTFS

WORK

ONE ITEM

5p4.yy

354-6500

THE LOWEST PRICE IN TOWNI

WE DELIVER!

little Caesary® HzzalPlzzaT
tmpmt ruu4 OH towfrtotf ttngri «■*!

2 MEDIUM
PIZZAS

CRAZY BREAD

990

W/ one item
$7.99

Expires 5-15-95

aesa

US

A. rvy time !

WE

1 LARGE
PIZZA

FOR

OFFER

• Fully Paid Training
• Flexible Work Hours & Work Day*
• Work a Few Hours During the School Day
• Fun Work Atmosphere
A
• Meet New Friends
^P
• Experience For Tour Resume
• Merit At Longevity Salary Increases
• Free Meal Coupons For Students Who
Exceed Performance Expectations
• Promotional Opportunities
Commons
Founders
Harshman
Kreischer
McDonald
Dining Cente
Galley fie
DowxaUxadex*
Snack 1

Apply at the
Dining Center of
your choice!

Expires 5-15-95

_

a-

j
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Tennis team hosts match
day.

Jeremy Yohe
The BG News

"1 don't think that rWestem Illinois! Is as deep as us. but we
have to be ready to play." head
coach Dave Motln said. "The
guys have been playing real well
of late and we should win again
on Monday."
The singles lineup will include Andrew Bonser, Adam
Tropp. and Milan Ptak as the
top half of the lineup. The secend portion will consist of Dave
Anderton. Joel Terman. and
RyanGabel.
Having already won two out
of three matches at Flndlay. the
Falcons hope to add another
victory to their side.
"If we continue to play good

Even though the wins aren't
there to back It up. Bowling
Green's men's tennis team has
been playing some Inspired
tennis.
As of now. BG's record stands
at 4-6. but they can pull their
mark above .500 with wins In
this week's matches. In four of
the Falcons' losses, the result
was decided by a 4-3 margin.
BG will face Western Illinois
today In Flndlay at 2:00. The
team will then travel to Bloomlngton. Indiana and square
off against Murray St. and Indiana for matches on Wednes-

doubles. 1 think we'll be alright," Morin said.
Looking ahead to the matches on Wednesday. BG will need
the doubles play to be In top
form If there are any hopes of
victory.
The match versus Indiana
will be a homecoming for one
BG player In his last season.
Senior Bonser. who Is a native
of Bloomlngton. attended the
University of Indiana for a year
and a half before transferring to
Bowling Green.
"I think this will be a good
way to end my career. I know a
lot of the guys on the team."
Bonser said, "so It won't be that
hard to get pumped up for this

one.
For Bonser to bask In a victory the rest of the BG lineup
must also be up for the match.
Indiana is "unoffkialy" the
72nd ranked team In the nation.
The Falcons have hung In
close against their opponents.
"We've been close enough In
our other matches and If our
doubles play Is good we can
probably win," Bonser said.
Playing along with Bonser on
the No. 2 doubles team will be
Ptak. No. 1 doubles will be
played by Tropp and Seth I Mini
ing. The dudes of the third
doubles will rely on Anderton
and Mark Clochetto.

leer's game not so common
you ask other coaches, they
wouldn't know who the heck he
Is."
So why Is Johnson still shining
The name Mike Johnson Is a
common one and can be easily In virtual anonlmlty In the
overlooked In the company of league? There are certain players
players such as Brian Holzlnger.
Anson Carter and Rem Murray of
Michigan State, and Brendan
Morrison of Michigan.
'fJohnson] is probably,
But don't think his common
in my mind, the most
name carries a common game.
Bowling Green right wing Mike underrated hockey
Johnson finished tied for fourth player in the league."
place with Michigan's Kevin Hilton In league scoring In the CCHA
Buddy Powers
by totaling 10 goals and 26 assists In 26 league games. His 36
BG head hockey coach
points trailed only Morrison. Holzlnger and Murray.
"(Johnson) Is probably. In my
mind, the most underrated who are a little flashier and they
hockey player In this league." attract more attention that way,
Bowling Green head coach Buddy but that's fine with me." Johnson
Powers said. "He was the fourth said. "I'm not here to get attenleading scorer In the league this tion, or to take anything away
year and I can guarantee you If from Brian |Holzlnger| or Curtis |
Christian Pelusl
The BG News

Fryl or Kelly |Perrault| or anyone
else who is having a great year.
Johnson also passes off praise
with the same regularity as passing off the puck.
"I Just want to help the team to
success," Johnson said. "If I keep
doing well, the recognition I may
deserve will come."
Notre Dame Is probably recognizing Johnson's game back in
South Bend since Johnson
helped oust the Irish by assisting
on three of the five BG goals last
Saturday, Including Unemate Jason Clark's game-winner.
"Johnson's a smart player with
great hands," Clark said. "If he's
got the puck and you go to the
net. he's gonna give it to you or
find the open man."
Tying for second place with
Murray In assists Is a testament
to Johnson's play-making abilities and shows the key to the
"Green Line" success all season.
"The chemistry is good on that

line." Powers said. "They work
well together. They're willing to
make the little touch passes and
share the puck.
'They're very unselfish guys
and they score a lot of big goals
for us."
Most of those big goals come
from the continuity the line has
from playing with each other the
entire season.
"I know If I give the puck to
IMlke Hall| or Clarkte they're going to put It In the net." Johnson
said. "I have confidence In all the
guys and we're Just trying to get
the best shot."

HOCKEY
Continued from page seven
nounced Sunday. Fry was a honorable mention selection.
Holzlnger, a Hooey Baker A
ward candidate, was a unanimous All-CCHA first team selection. Perrault, one of college
hockey's highest scoring defensemen. was also a first team hon-

oree. Holzlnger was also a unanimous selection for the league's
All-Academic team, marking only
the third time a player has been
unanimously selected to both
teams. Perrault. Fry and Johnson
were named to the league's honorable mention.

Cavs'defense
smothers 76ers
The Associated Press
PHILADELPHIA - The Cleveland Cavaliers demonstrated
once again why they are leading
the NBA In defense, as they overwhelmed the Philadelphia 76ers,
92-72.
For the ninth time this year,
Cleveland held an opponent
under 80 points. Meanwhile, six
Cavs scored In double figures.
Philadelphia's point total was
one short of the Spectrum record
for a lowest-scoring game. The
76ers had 71 In a loss to Detroit
on April 8. 1992.
"That was Just an outstanding
game for us," said Cleveland
coach Mike Fratello. "We played
very good at both ends of the
court - In fact, this may have
been our best defensive effort of
the season."
Danny Ferry scored 14 points
and helped the Cavaliers build a
49-27 halftlme lead. It was the
Sixers' lowest haltlme point total
of the season.
"We Just came out on fire right

at the start." he said. "I think defense Is the key for what set the
tempo for us. We put together a
great defensive effort and we also
moved the ball very well, especially In the second quarter."
Terrell Brandon and Chris Mills
also scored 14 points for the Cavaliers, who won their eighth
straight at the Spectrum and
their 16th of 17 overall against
the Sixers. Cleveland's last loss In
Philadelphia was on March 31,
1991.
Sharone Wright had 13 points
to lead Philadelphia, which lost
Its fourth straight and 12th In Its
last 15. Philadelphia is now 8-22
at home and 9-22 on the road.
Cleveland led 19-10 at the end
of the first quarter, holding Philadelphia to Its lowest first-quarter
total of the season. The 76ers
connected on only eight of 33
shots In the first two quarters. .
Cleveland took Its biggest lead.
79-50. on a layup by Michael
Cage with 9:18 to play.

You're in Luck
There are still apartments available:
• Field Manor Apartments -1 left

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

• Frazee Avenue Apartments - 3 left

SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

• 334 N Main - 2 left

(Too many to list)

• Buff Apartments - Call
Call or stop in for a complete listing of available apartments & houses

l
'ftVHH«fc
A
iiiiiiiiimmiiiiijiiiiiii'

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes, and
Apartments

224 E. Wooster

/■fOAfifif/flf
Ins*
\JII C7CTIIUl tCtl IIII*.

352-0717

Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of
complete details and speak with our friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)

University Presidential Candidates

Spying Break

shed

Presentation & Open Forum
113 Olscamp Hall
324 West Bldg., Firelands
An opportunity for all interested individuals
to hear a brief presentation from the candidates and
to interact in a question and answer format
Sharon A. Wallace

MARCH 13,1995
1:00 - 2:30 pm

Sidney A. Ribeau

MARCH 15,1995
1:00 - 2:30 pm

Lee B. Jones

MARCH 27,1995
1:00 - 2:30 pm

L. V " 1

JF.br The'Unique You

20%Ii all Condoms!!!
"*»■**

How Ttar*oiuili niiirch 20te BK5n Voyacic!
V\ta y ■ R:cl# 744rarport Hwy. • 518 E. Woostei

Live community broadcasting via
Wood Cable Channel 24, and closed
circuit channel 2
Resumes of the candidates are available for viewing in Vice Presidential offices.
Reserve Room of Jerome Library, Firelands College Library, Faculty Senate
office, Graduate Student Senate, Undergraduate Student
Government, and the local GOPHER network.
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Cavs,
Magic
run to
victories
The Associated Press
Cavaliers 92.76ers 72
PHILADELPHIA - Terrcl 1 Brandon, Chris Mills and Danny Ferry
each scored 14 points leading six
Cavaliers In double figures as
Cleveland trounced the Philadelphia 76ers, 92-72 on Sunday.
It was the eighth straight victory for the Cavaliers at the Spectrum and their 16th In their last
17 visits to Philadelphia. Cleveland's last loss In Philadelphia
was on March 31. 1991.
Sharone Wright had 13 points
to lead Philadelphia, which lost
Its fourth straight and 12th In Its
last 15. Philadelphia Is now 8-22
at home and 9-22 on the road.
Cleveland led 19-10 at the end
of the first quarter, holding Philadelphia to Its lowest first-quarter
total of the season.
AJumper by Mills with two seconds left before halftlme gave the
Cavaliers a 49-27 advantage,
which was also Philadelphia's
lowest halftlme score of the
season. The 76ers connected on
only eight of 33 shots In the first
two quarters.
Cleveland took Its biggest lead.
79-50. on a layup by Michael
Cage with 9:18 to play.
Tyrone Hill and Cage each added 12 points for the Cavaliers,
who connected on 35 of 68 shots.
Philadelphia's Dana Barros, who
had averaged 24 points In his last
five games, was held to only seven. The 76ers made only 22 of 63
shots.
Magic 110. Spurs 104
ORLANDO. Fla. - Shaqullle
O'Neal struggled much of the
fourth quarter before delivering a
dunk and two free throws In the
final minute to help the Orlando
Magic hold off the San Antonio
Spurs 110-104 Sunday for his
nrst victory over nemesis David
Robinson.
The Spurs were the only team
the Magic hadn't beaten since O'Neal entered the NBA three
seasons ago. Robinson holds the
statistical edge In the six meetings between the All-Star centers
and had 34 points and 12 rebounds to O'Neal's 28 points and
13 rebounds In I hi'Hal cut matchup.
Anfemee Hardaway led Orlando
with 31 points. 20 of them In the
second half.
O'Neal was only 10-for-24 from
the field and had been outscored
14-2 by Robinson In the final
period before slamming In an
offensive rebound for a 104-99
lead and hitting two free throws
that made It 106-100 with 36.7
seconds remaining.
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EAST

3Vdlanova
14 Old Dominion
7 UNC-Charlotte
10 Stanford
2 Massachusetts
15 St Peters

XJJCLA.
16 Florida Intl.
8 Missouri
9 Indiana
5 Mississippi St
12 Santa Clara
4 Utah
13 Long Beach St
6 Oregon
11 Texas
3 Maryland
14 Gonzaga
7 Cincinnati
10 Temple
2 Connecticut
lST.-Chattanoogaf-

1 Kentucky
116 St. Mary's
8BYU
I 9Tulane
S Arizona St.
\ 12 Ball State"
4 Oklahoma
-{13 Manhattan"
6 Georgetown
-j 11 Xavier OH
3 Michigan 5}t
-114 Weber St.
7 Iowa State
HlO Florida
2 N. Carolina
-113 Murray St.

SOUTHEAST

II Minnis

Final Four
April 2-4
Seattle, WA

Kansas
-j 16 Colgate

8 W. Kentucky

WEST

-\ 9 Michigan
5 Arizona
-| 12 Miami OH
4 Virginia
-lUNichollsSt.
6 Memphis
ill Louisville
3 Purdue
Hl4Wis.-GB~
7 Syracuse
110 S. Illinois
2 Arkansas
-|15TBA*

MIDWEST

•-winner of SWAC championship game Sunday night

Jordan's return still in question
The Associated Press
CHICAGO - Michael Jordan's
plans are a well-kept secret. Perhaps only a select few know for
isure what he's thinking as he pepares to deal with his future.
Then again, maybe he doesn't
know himself.
Bulls and White Sox owner
Jerry Relnsdorf said Sunday he
still has not talked to Jordan
about a possible return to basketball.
"I Issued a statement (Frldayj
and I haven't spoken to him since
then." Relnsdorf said In a phone
Interview Sunday from Arizona
where he was getting ready to
leave for Florida and another
round of baseball negotiations.
Jordan had Informed Relnsdorf
on Thursday night of his plans to
leave baseball.
Relnsdorf said he had no Immediate plans to talk with Jordan
about his future.
"I'm sure at some point he will
want to talk and we will set something up," Relnsdorf said.
Relnsdorf reiterated he didn't
know which way Jordan was leaning and said he wouldn't reveal It
If he did.
"When Michael makes his decision, why can't we Just all wait
for him to make It." Relnsdorf
said. "He needs to be left alone so

Hollis A. Moore Award
Submit the name of a student, faculty
member, and/or administrator, who
you think best represents the ideals
that the late President Moore stood for.
Include a short statement concerning
why you believe this and return it to
Student Services Rm. 405 no later than
March 31,1995
£

1995 NCAA Basketball Championship

1 Wake Forest
16UNC-A&T
8 Minnesota
9 St. Louis
S Alabama
12 Pennsylvania
4 Oklahoma St.
13Drexel

Questions? (jomacT
«uesTionsY
Contact ocon
Scott IKoehler 372-6186

iY.VWWVWWWWWa^HBWWWWWHBZ

he can think. If he wants to consult with anybody he can."
Rumors were floating that Jordan would make his announcement Monday, but that would
come as a surprise to Relnsdorf.
"If he's going to announce It
tomorrow, nobody has communicated that to me," Relnsdorf said.
Another creative and high-

Jumping former NBA star. Julius
Ervlng. said Sunday on NBC that
he didn't think Jordan would
come back for the final month of
the season and the playoffs.
"Michael's not coming back to
play basketball. 1 would be hard
pressed to feel he's going to come
back, he's going to give up the
freedom he enjoys right now."

WINTHROP TERRACE
APARTMENTS
Limited number of One & Two Bedroom
apartments at three great locations available with:
• Ceiling Fans
- Free Private Campus Shuttle
■ Two (2) Pools
- Furnished or Unfurnished
■ Air Conditioning
- 24 Hour Maintenance
■ On Site Laundry Facilities
• Gaa Heat, Cooking, Water, Sewer, Trash Pickup Included
Office Located at: 400 E. Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

swering questions about Jordan
for days. They blew a 14-polnt
lead Saturday night In the fourth
quarter and lost to the Injury ravaged Los Angeles Lakers
108-105. They certainly could
have used Jordan In the final
quarter.
"I'm kind of tired of talking
about It. But it's a nice story,"
said guard Steve Kerr.
"It's more of what he expects of
himself," said center BUI Wennlngton. "If he plays tomorrow,
he'd fit right In. It would be kind
of nice. Whatever he decides and;
however long he needs. Its his
life."
Lakers forward Sam Bowie said
Jordan would make the Bulls Instant championship contenders.

■ ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■••■■■■■■■■■■•■I
.■.'-■-■-■-■-■-■-■-■■■-■-■-■-■-■■■-■■■-■-^■■■■■■.■-'.■-■-■-■.■-■-■-■-■-■-'

lowl - N - Greene
AMMWMMiltMl
After andlng hi* brief run at a b—ball earaer, Michael Jordan has
cleared hia way for ■ return to the NBA.

Want to find out what happens
to aluminum cans recycled on
campus?
Join the BGSU Recycling
Staff in processing cans
Tuesdays 5:00-6:30
Volunteers eligible for free pizza and
other goodiesl

Monday Special $5.20
Chicken LickirY Buffet.
Inch Salad bar, baked potato, veggie &
unlimited beverage

i

BEST VALUES ON CAMPUS

OPEN 4:30 - 7RM.
•ALL STUDENT MEAL CARDS ACCEPTED

jQ^CalJs372-8909 fpHnformatjon
Campus Interviews
March 28, llW=?
OLDE, America's Full Service Discount Broker** is
looking for motivated people to establish a career in
the brokerage business.

YOU'VE SEEN THE REST,
NOW CHECK OUT THE BEST.

Ervlng said. "People search their
whole life for freedom, and security and independence. How are
you going to come back to a game
where there are rules and regulations and curfews?"
Bulls coach Phil Jackson,
Interviewed by NBC. repeated
what he said several times last
week - he wasn't sure. He'd
talked to Jordan last year about
the possibility of returning.
"I really don't know." Jackson
said. "My heart says he's going to
come back and play. That's Just
wishful thinking right now. a
wishlul feeling."
Jackson said Jordan might
practice with the Bulls on Monday and Thursday of this week before making a decision.
Bulls players have been an-

OLDE offers:
12-18 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits
If you possess excellent communication skills, general
market knowledge and the desire to excel, sign up for
an on-campus interview on March 28,1995 in the
Career Center.
If you are unable to arrange an interview call:

1 800 937-0606
or send resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, MI 48226

J*OLDE
W9COUNT STOCXnOHntt
MwteNYSEmdSIFC
An Equal Opportunity Employer

six weeks
til Finals
Copies 3c_
after 8 p:
Transparencies
SOC
Resume paper
copies IOC
super close to campus

5 Ridge street

voicr'U9.354.3278 fan 419 3

:

Classifieds
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Everyone loved her when she opened for
Rita Rudner on Parent's Weekend.
REMEMBER
IAMAM1AIUV HUTCHINSON
• the voice of Hallmark. McDonald's.
and many more*
IN CONCERT
TUfSOAY. MAKH 21. 8PM, KOMCKB HALL
TICKETS AVIALAHE NOW IN THE UAO OfFrCfO*
KOMCtn POX ornct
ONLY 16.001
Don't miss this encore performancel
Col 2-7164 or 2-2343 for Info.

CAMPUS EVENTS
•UNVERSTYYMCA"
ComeRinmeFunl
Tuetdoyslnll5BABIdg.
The parly starts at 9pm
• Everyone k Welcomel *
■ • -COMMUTES AfMrea ATI ON DAY**"
Alenrton at off-campus students! Gel
you free' 'BGSU Off-Campus Stude nts
COUNP ■■ button outside me On-Campus
Mailroom (208 Moseley) or in the
Oft-Campus Student Center (ground level
Moseley) Wear this button during the
week of March 13-17. 1995 and you wi
be eligible to receive a prize from
•THE PRHE PATROl" who wl be roamlrya
the campus looking to find oft-campus
and commuting students with their
buttons on.

IN THE MOOD FO* A LITTLE INTESCOUIfSET'
Come and Jo*i us far a
HOMICOMM6 1 995 PLANNING MEET1NGI
8PM-9PM. TUESDAY
UAO OFFICE. UNION
MAR. 14
cat 2-2343 for Info
JOIN US IN GROUP FUNI

LOST ft FOUND

te Mt to |oln IN on Wednesday. March
15th at 11:30a.m. In the Main Lounge of
the Oft-Cam pus Student Center for tree
cake (until It Is gone)!
We're very glad you're here at BOSUIII

Found: Black Leather Organizer
To claim call: (412) 257-9025.

■MNYM5VI
CC*«S ON »G STUDENTS,
LETS SHOW WOC© COUNTY
WE CAM
100.000 pennies
AUrjmOWAUWTtONJ
mole end female vocaHsts. bassists.
instrumentalists (sax. guitar, keyboard)
March 138:301030pm
March 149.0O-10:30pm
tor the Summer Pie-Reg Cabaret Show
sign up before Match 14 tor a time slot
405 Saddlemlre Student Services
AUDITIONS AUDITIONS
Md you know that MM ot al students In
pott-secondary MMMMtsl *• AWAY from
the campus? At BGSU. over 60% of the students Ive off campus. Come celebrate
with other off-campus and commuting
students on Wednesday, March 15th at
11 30 a.m. In the Main Lounge of the OffCampus Student Center (ground level
Moseley Hal). Join us for cake until It Is
gone. BGSU Off-Campus Students DO
Countl
Commuter Appreciation Days
March IS-17.'95

' 'Purchasing Cub Meeting''
Tuesday, March 14at7r00p.m.

SERVICES OFFERED

InBAHM
Roundtable Discussion
on job outlook
See you there!

GOING TO DAYTONAJ
$129/person BoolcJng direct
Saves! Suites, kitchenettes, all
beachfront In the heart of Spring

'ApptcoHon Due*
Omicron Delta Kappa
March 15- by 5:00 pm
405 Student Services

Bieak'll-*00-I44-742J
LET ME CLEAN YOUR PUCE
BEFORE SPRING BREAM
FLEXIBLE AND NEGOTIABLE 362-6660

Alteneon Cava lert Fans!

Pregnant? We can heto. Free and confidential pregnancy test, support, and Information. BG Pregnancy Center. Can
354-HOPE.

JOE T AIT
'the voice of the Cleveland Cavafers''
wl be at MT Muggs tonight at 8 for
fun. questions, and a falcon good time.
1

Word Processing-Resumes. Term Papers
Thesis. Dissertations on Laser Printer

JOE I All. MT. Muggs and Falcon Radio
WFAL680AM
Tonight, Morch 13 8pm
1414 East Wooster

Col 352-6705 (0-9)

PERSONALS
Attention Jewish Students:
Hiiiei General Meeting Tuesday
March 14. 9pm 2nd fl. BA
Lounge. ?'s Carl Danielle
372-5294. All are welcome I
Attention Spring Breakers!
Panama City S149
Cancun from $429
Bahamas S439
Jamaica S469
Quality Accomodaflons
Darty Free Parties!
Endless Summer Tours
1-800-234-7007

BC Service United
Join us, Tuesday March 14th at 9:00PM
on the Second Fl Prout Lounge
We re going to be planning events for
National Service Week, ccmlng Apr. 10-17
Together We Can Make a OHIerence

,

100,000 pennlet
LAST WEEK l«t UNrVIWTY

BGSU ISISH CLUB
Don't forget our next meeting
is Tues. March 141
930 PM in 103 BA
New members are welcome!
MT. Mugas St. Patricks Day Bash
will be discussed
BE THERE!

"•COMMUTER APPRECIATION DAYS'"
Attention oJ off -campus students!
Get your tree' BGSU Off-Campus Students
COUNTI" button outside the On-Campus
Markoom (208 Moseley) or In the OffCampus Student Center (ground level
Moseley). Wear this button during the
week of March 13-17,1995 and you wll be
eligible to receive a prize from' 'THE
PRIZE PATROl" who wll be roaming the
campus looking to find off-campus and
commuting students with their buttons on.

CAVSFANSI
JOE TACT
' 'the voice of the Cleveland Cava Hers"
wl be at M.T. Muggs tonight at 8 for
fun. questions, and a falcon good time.
JOE TAIT. M.T. Mugas and Falcon Rodto
WFAL680AM
Tonight. March 13 8pm
1414 East Wooster
Did you know that 16% el 0* students In
post-secondary Institution. IVe AWAY from
the campus? At BGSU. over 60* of the students Ive off campus. Come celebrate
wtfh other off-campus and commuting
students on Wednesday. March 15th at
11.30 a.m. m the Main Lounge of the OffCampus Student Center (ground level
Moseley Hal). Join us for cake Una It Is
gone. BGSU Off-Campus Students DO
Countl
Commuter ApprooUon Boys
Morch H-I7,'«»

Be sure !o Join us on Wednesday. March
15th at 11:30a.m. In the Main Lounge of
the Off-Campus Student Center to r Tree
cake (until it is gone)l
Were very glad you're here at BOSUrll

DISCOVER EUROPE
Summer Study Program In France
FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE
Informational Meeting
Tues., March 14 1995 - 9:C0pm
lOOOBABIdg.
Stephanie Davis:
' 'You'I never get another chance
to dbcover so much of Europe and
experience so much of the culture
as you do on this trip."
For more Information col
Ed Miller 372-8198 or 353-3172
Dr. Chlttle 372-8180 or 352-6012
Sponsored by BGSU

•Everyone Is welcome! *

ENJOY A SUMMER OF ENRICHMENT AND
RJNH
■A SUMMED IN MEXICO PSOGBAM'
4 weeks In Guadelajara and 1 In Mexico
City. 6 firs, credit In two courses on Mexican culture There Is no substitute for posltrve experience than to travel through cutrural realities of Ancient and Modem Mexico.
For more Info call Professor Andrade
372-7119
FREE FINANCIAL AIDI
Over $6 Billon In private sector grants A
scholarships Is now available An students
are eligible regardless of grades. Income,
or parent's Income. Let us help. Call Student Financial Services:
1-800-2634495 ext. F55443.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: COED BOWING
- MARCH 13; COED 3-PITCH SOFTBALL d MARCH 15; M SINGLES. C DOUBLES TENNIS - MARCH 29. ALL ENTRIES DUE BY 4:00PM
IN 130 FELD HOUSE ON DUE DATE.
PERSONALIZED

GRADUATION
CEMENTS

ANNOUN-

The deadline for placing orders for Personalized Graduation Announcements for
May Commencement Is March 17. 1995.
Orders may be placed at the git counter
in the University Bookstore.
STUDY AIHOAD
RNANCIAL AID MMBMM
Please come to one of the fotowhg two
sessions to learn the steps you must follow
in order to apply your linaricial aid to your
study abroad experience.
Tuesday, March 14.1995
10:00 am Campus Rm. (Union)
Wednesday. Morch 15.1995
2:00 pm State Rm. (Urson)

summer 1995

ma.sumvco.in
Autttr4own.loardmori.OH
NEEDS: Freshman, Soph., or Junior,
But, Mklj, or Science motors
lot retail pool spa sates.
Summer l»tS, S4J6/hr.
APPLY IN PERSON AT THE STOBESII

JAZZ Night *
^
^

featuring Ernie Krivda
saxophone

Choose from choice apartments within walking
distance to campus Summer 1995 and school year
1995-1996.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas'heat
and water included, air conditioning
1 Third St Apt 4, B.G. Resident Manager 352WEEKDAYS ON CABLE

Sandblast

SandBlast

BattMrtc games! A/razing feats of brute
animal strength! rs man pitted against
machine in MTVs new action game '
stow/Sandblast' Every weekday on
MTV.
WKKDAYSAT4:30MI
CHANNEL IS

AHenton: Earn Money Rearing Books!
Up to S600 weekly. Choose subject matter.
For more detols, col: l<206>362-4304
ext E 0019.
Cotowba Wstows Golf Course
Now Hiring
(419) 734-2524
2590 Sand Rd.
Port Clnton. OH 43452
Counselors Wonted. Trim down-tlmees. coed, NYS camp. 100 positions sports, crafts,
mony others. Camp Shane, Femdale, NY
12734.(914)271-4141.
COUNSELORS - INSTRUCTORS neededl 100
pooMontl Coed summer camp. Pocono
Mtm, PA Ooodtalary/tpel <oQ8)«8t-3339.
CRUtM SHM NOW HRHNO
Earn up to S2000+/month working on
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies
World travel. Seasonal & full-time employment available No Experience necessary.
For Information col 1-206-634-0468 ext.
C55443.
EARN

■■Com muter Apt
» DaysMarch 13-17,-W
•WearYouraullon-WlnAPrUe''
"FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE"
1.2 or 3 subktaters needed for summer.
House on comer of Jackson and Napoleon.
5127,00/mo ♦ utl. M or F. Big Yard.
363-6122-SorahorJulo.
•SUMKWSUBLEASERSNEEDEDI*
2 BDRM. POOL A/C, SPACIOUS.
RENT NEGOTIABLE. 354-7706.
2-4 summer subleasers needed for a 2
bdrm. roomy apt. It furnished hat A/C
and Is close to campusl Please cal:
364-1146.

THE CUVHAND VACKTMO CUM
Restaurant Servers. Busters. Bartenders
Wll train qualified candidates for summer
work experience at exclusive yachting
stub.
Training Dates: May 1 -15
APPLY NOWIII
Interviews Wednesday thru Sunday

CAUNOWI

MACINTOSH System 7. MS Word/Excel
MocDraw. MocTermlnal Grammar Check
4 MB RAM. $350. 372-6155.

FOR RENT
1 orx! 2 BR apartments.
1 yeor, nine months, or summer leases.
362-7454.

This Summer become a Reservation Agent
at the Red Roof Inn Corporate Office In Hilkard. OH. We are open 24tvs. w/ a variety
of seasonal hours avalable. Take advantage of a good salary & weekly incentives.
Don't miss this fantastic opportunity! Col
tor more details. 614-876-3372 or
614-876-3320, M-F 4356 Davidson Rd. Hiitord. OH 43026. EOE.
Wood County Special Olympics Is in need
of coaches lor Bowling and Track & Field.
Hours vary, $5.00 per hour. High School Diploma or equivalent requked Positions run
through June. Position description ond apptcatton pockets avalable at Wood lane
School. Entrance EL 11160 East Gypsy Lane
Road. Bowling Green Ohio between 8:00
a.m-4:30 p.m. Application deadline Is
Match 15.1995. EOE.

1 bedroom apartment. Immediate
occupancy. Pets are alowed.
Call 354-8800
1 or 2 bdrm. opts, or single room for male
Only a lew Ml.
Co*today.9or !2mo.leases.
Carry Rentals * JSJ-0325

12 month leases starting May 19, 1995
122 N. Enterprise- 1BR 1 person-$340aiutil
124 1/2N. Enterprise, Efflc.. 1 person$265 « utl.
1204 E Wooster, 2BR 2 person.
$420 8t utl
Steve Smith 352-8917

2 bdrm 9 & 12 mo. lease Inc. heat, hot
water, cooking & sewer. Conveniently located - close to campus, library, & 1-75
Clough & Mercer, Unrv. VlflaQe 352-0164.

'85 Cavalier, 2DR. Auto, Low
Mies, AC, 1 owner. $1000
354-2901 or 372-7022 fv msg.

1-I09-474-2S77

MACINTOSH Computer.
Complete system Including printer only
»6t»
CO* CrMs al •U0-2I9-S445

200PM-4:OOPM
200 Yacht Club Drive
Rocky River OH 44116

FOR SALE

PER WEEK OR MORE!
People Needed To Do Fun.
Easy, Respectable Part or
Full lime Work At Home
24 Hr.MtgOtves Details

3530325 • C ARTY RENTALS
Summer Lease aval.-l or2bdrm opts
S220 per month, air conditioning.
Single rooms-Si 10/mo. lst8wk.sessk)nonfy

"•Commuter Appredaton DaysMatch 13-17. t»
"Wear Your Button • Win A PrUe"

601Thlrd-lbdrmfum.-aradt-12mo. rte
704 Hntv2bdtm fum -9.12. imi lease*.

710Seventh-Jbdrm unfum.-12 mo. lease.

EARN $5-9 hr. working outside
wl other colege Students In Col. Area
Training provided. Cal Chuck O 2-1567
for more Wo.
Environmental Work
SUMMER JOE6I
looking (or that perfect summer )ob? look
not morel We have FT/PT (obs available
starting now or for the summer. No Expertence. paid training. $32S/wk.
l:30-10:OOpm(419>241-6587.
Joe's Porty Store In BG Must be 21 S5/hr;
pt.fkne, able to work days, nights &
wkends.
Call
after
7pm;
419-878-5660/419-633-7501.
NATIONAL PARICS HIRING
Seasonal & rut-time employment available
at National Parks. Forests & Wildlife Preserves. Benefits plus bonusesl Call:
1 -206-545^804 exl NS5445.
Opportunity Knocks.
Here'syour chance to Join a fast
growing telecommunications co.
Be your own boss. Enthusiasm.
not degree reauked. Cat nowll
874-3593 or 894-6716.

362-3446 - NO PETS
1986 OUsmobte - Dark blue, new starter,
new tires, S1400. Coll 352-6177.
Commuter Apprectaton Days
"©real Cake Giveaway"
Main Lounge, Ofl-Camput Student Center
March IS. 11:30 a.m. (illgone)

Classic 1974 Kawasaki-400
New motor & tires, needs pat-it
Moke Offer 353-1804

Md you know that IS* of al students In
post-secondary Institution! tvo AWAY from
the campus? At BGSU, over 60% of the students Ive off campus. Come celebrate
with other off-campus and commuting
students on Wednesday, March 15th at
11 JO a.m. In the Main Lounge of the OffCampus Student Center (ground level.
Moseley Hal). Join us for coke until It Is
gone. BGSU Off-Campus Students DO
Countl

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.
800 THIRD STREET
Now renting for 1995-96 & summer 1995
2BR8^ BRunits
Fulty fum. & air conditioned
Convenient Location
Reasonable Rates
Call 352-4966

Commuter Appreciation Days
March 13-17, ft

For Saks-Sports Card Colectlon. All sports,
al years: many rookie cards. The Beckette
Value Is $2,350. Must set now. S500. Cal
352-8055 after 4pm.

Pointers, Summer Job.
Cleveland Area. Good starting pay.
216-292-O980.

ONLY TWO LEFT! 850 Scott Hamilton
Fum. 4 person opts. No pets. 106t 12
mo. leases. 287-3233/after 5 287-4255.

Subleasing 1 bdrm. apt. Unfurnished.
$395*elec.Petsallowed Wheelchair
accessible Nice, quiet atmosphere.
Please cal 353-3410, leave message

REPROgraphics

RESORT JOtS- Earn fo S12/hr. & tips. Theme
Parks. Hotels, Spas. & more. Tropical 8i
Mountain destinations Col 1-206-632-0150
oxt.R55442.

TYOUK CAMPUS HUNTER,

Run your own business. Gain valuable experience while bulking your resume. Earn
up to SiaOOO. Irrigation sales k instoUdHon.
Vehicle required. Cal Student Sprinklers
1-600-265-7691.
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Ohio Motorist Aseoc.-AAA has summer positions available In our auto travel department for Auto Travel Counselors. Must be
able to read maps and have excelent
communication skills. Candidates should
be avalable to train durrng spring break.
Our offices are located In Cleveland, Solon. Geauga Ravenna Ashtabuta &
Youngstown. Cal 216-3614016 or send resume to: AAA, Human Resources 6000 S.
Marginal Rd. Cleveland. OH 44103.

AlDay
Same Lew Price
CHMMTOVOM

LOGO CONTEST FOR
CENTER FOR CHOICE

WANTID-WOMEWS CUM SOCCER COACH
Far Fal 1995 Season
CalEfln 372-3708

Telemarketing Position Avalable
Evening hours. Whltehouse, OH.
Send resumes to: McVlcker Insurance
5825WeckertyRd. Whltehouse. OH 43571

SJ50S4OO

To mony bats'? Not enough money?
We can nelpl Call tor your free
no obligation appt. 353-0164 of
1-800-799-3729. Ohio Volley Consumer
Credit Counselors.
A non-profit community service.

WANTED

• NOWRENTING»

ALASKA CANNERY JOBS
Big Cash. Big Challenge. Big Experience
Col for Info: (808) 742-7100.

^^Jnt^Lajates^gcilv^^^

•UNIVERSITY YMCA*
Come torn the Funl
Tuesdayslnll5BAbldg.
The party starts at 9pm

250 COUNSELORS * INSTRUCTORS neededl
Private, coed summer camp In Pocono
Mtns..
NE F»rmtytvanla. Lohtton. Box 234BG,
Kerttworth. NJ 07033. (908) 2760998.

The BG News
Monday, March 13,1995

H

ConiidetTtiil- HMith Cart For Woman

•' Student fee
• Abortion through
20 weeks
• Morning after
treatment
• Caring friend or
relative allowed
for personal
support
16 N.Huron
Toledo, OH 43604'
1-800-589-6005

FALCON PALOOZA
FESTIVAL
Create a logo for
Falcon Palooza Festival
0

T-shirt

WIN a free T-shirt
Entries due Friday March 17 at 3p.m.
Questions? Call tSfi® at 2-7164 or 2-2343

xouft

Commuter Apprectalon Days
'OreotaweOrveawoy''
Maki lounge, Cw-Campus student Center
March IS, 11:30 am OK gone)
Female housemate needed for summer.
Own room In large 2 bedroom apartment
In a house near campus. Rent neg. Col
Mamey 354-1167.
Sublease groovy Ig. 2 bdrm. apt. summer
$330/mo.. 1 -4 people, deck, pets ok.
privacy-above storage area m house.

364-7203.

HELPWANTED
SI 750 weekly possible
meting our ckciiars
For mrocatl 202-298-9065.

sot in sun:o
inn iti. rm i'\un

STUMS

